FEATURES

DOCTOR STRANGE *(2nd Unit – complete film)*
Director: Scott Derrickson.
Producers: Kevin Feige.
Starring: Benedict Cumberbatch, Rachel McAdams, Tilda Swinton, Mads Mikkelsen and Chiwetel Ejiofor.
Marvel Studios.

FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS
Director: Stephen Frears.
Producers: Michael Kuhn and Tracey Seaward.
Starring: Meryl Streep, Rebecca Ferguson, Hugh Grant and Simon Helberg.
Qwerty Films / Pathe Pictures / BBC Films.

JAMES BOND: SPECTRE *(2nd Unit – Morocco & Rome)*
Director: Sam Mendes.
Producers: Barbara Broccoli and Michael G. Wilson.
Starring: Daniel Craig, Ralph Fiennes, Naomie Harris, Ben Whishaw and Rory Kinnear.
MGM.

STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS *(2nd Unit – complete film)*
Director: J.J. Abrams.
Lucasfilm / Bad Robot.

THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL 2
Director: John Madden.
Producers: Graham Broadbent and Matthew Jenkins.
Starring: Judi Dench, Bill Nighy, Maggie Smith, Richard Gere, Celia Imrie and Tamsin Greig.
Fox Searchlight Pictures.

SINGULARITY *(UK shoot)*
Director: Roland Joffé.
Producers: Paul Breuls, Guy Louthan and Ajey Jhankar.
Starring Josh Hartnett, Bipasha Basu, Claire van der Boom, Billie Brown. and James Mackay.
Corsan NV.
I WANT CANDY
Director: Steven Surjik.
Producer: Barnaby Thompson.
Starring Carmen Electra, Tom Burke, Tom Riley, McKenzie Crook and Michelle Ryan.
Fragile Films.

GOAL! II
Director: Jaume Collet-Serra.
Producers: Mike Jefferies, Mark Huffam and Matt Barrelle.
Starring Kuno Becker, Alessandro Nivola, Stephen Dillane and Anna Friel.
Goal Productions/ Milkshake Films.

VALLEY OF FLOWERS
Director: Pan Nalin.
Producers: Claudia Steffen and Dilip Shankar.
Starring Mylene Jampanoi, Milind Sonam and Naseeruddin Shah.
Panda Film Produktion.

MICKYBO + ME
Director: Terry Loane.
Producer: Mark Huffam.
Starring John Joe McNeill, Niall Wright, Julie Walters, and Ciaran Hinds.
Working Title 2

FEATURES – 2nd UNIT / SFX UNITS

NANNY MCPHEE AND THE BIG BANG (2nd Unit)
Second Unit Director: Tony Slater Ling.
Director: Susanna White.
Producer: Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner and Lindsay Doran.
Starring Emma Thompson, Ralph Fiennes, Maggie Smith, Rhys Ifans and Maggie Gyllenhaal.

THE WOLF MAN (2nd Unit)
Second Unit Director: Phil Neilson.
Director: Joe Johnston.
Producers: Sean Daniel, Scott Stuber, Rick Yorn and Benicio Del Toro.
Starring Benicio Del Toro, Anthony Hopkins, Emily Blunt and Hugo Weaving.
Universal Pictures.
JAMES BOND: QUANTUM OF SOLACE (Boat Sequence)
Additional Unit Director: Simon Crane.
Director: Marc Forster.
Producers: Barbara Broccoli and Michael G. Wilson.
Starring Daniel Craig, Olga Kurylenko, Gemma Atterton and Mathieu Amalric.
Eon Productions Ltd.

FLOOD (UK Shoot) (2nd Unit)
Director: Marc Wolff.
Producer: Peter McAleese.
Starring Robert Carlyle, Jessalyn Gilsig, Tom Courtenay and David Suchet.
Flood Productions.

BRIDGENT JONES’S DIARY: “ON THE EDGE” (VFX Unit)
Director: Beeban Kidron.
Producers: Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner and Jonathan Cavendish.
Starring: Renee Zellweger, Colin Firth and Hugh Grant.
Working Title.

TELEVISION:

GAME OF THRONES (Season 4)
Director: Alik Sakharov.
Producer: Bernadette Caulfield.
Starring: Peter Dinklage, Lena Headey, Charles Dance, Nikolaj Coster-Waldau and Emelia Clarke.
HBO.

STRIKE BACK 4
Director: Michael J. Bassett.
Producers: Chris Thompson and Michael Casey.
Starring: Sullivan Stapleton and Philip Winchester.
Left Bank Pictures for Sky & HBO.

GAME OF THRONES (Season 3)
Director: Alik Sakharov.
Producer: Bernadette Caulfield.
Starring: Peter Dinklage, Lena Headey, Michelle Fairley, Charles Dance, Nikolaj Coster-Waldau and Emelia Clarke.
HBO.
HENRY V
Director: Thea Sharrock.
Producer: Rupert Ryle-Hodges.
Starring: Tom Hiddleston, Julie Walters, Maxine Peake, Alun Armstrong and Simon Russell Beale.
Neal Street Productions / BBC

SKY ARTS PLAYHOUSE SERIES: CITY HALL
Director: Richard Loncraine.
Producer: Mike Elliott.
Starring: Olivia Williams, Lucy Punch and Martin Shaw.
Sprout Michaelmas Pictures.

TITANIC
Director: Jon Jones.
Producer: Nigel Stafford Clark.
Starring: Toby Jones, Linus Roache, Geraldine Somerville, James Wilby, Sophie Wilkleman and Celia Imrie.
Deep Indigo Productions.

TORCHWOOD
Director: Bharat Nalluri.
Producer: Brian Minchin.
Starring John Barrowman, Lauren Ambrose, Marina Benedict and Brian Guest.
BBC.

VERA
Director: Paul Whittington
Producer: Elaine Collins
Starring Brenda Blethyn, David Leon, Gina McKee
ITV Studios / ITV

MERLIN
Director: Jeremy Webb.
Producers: Johnny Capps, Julian Murphy
Starring Colin Morgan, John Hurt, Richard Wilson, Bradley James, and Anthony Head,
Shine West / BBC.
DOWNTON ABBEY (Series 1)
Directors: Brian Percival and Ben Bolt.
Series Producer: Liz Trubridge.
Executive Producer: Gareth Neame.
Starring Hugh Bonneville, Jim Carter, Brendan Coyle, Michelle Dockery, Joanne Frogatt, Phyllis Logan, Maggie Smith and Elizabeth McGovern.
Carnival Film & Television.
EMMY Award 2011 – Outstanding Mini-Series.
Golden Globe Award 2012 – Best Mini Series or Motion Picture made for TV

THE DEEP
Directors: Jim O’Hanlon and Colm McCarthy.
Producers: Will Gould and Greg Brenman
Starring Minnie Driver, James Nesbitt, Goran Visnjic and Orla Brady.
Tiger Aspect Productions.

FIRST MEN IN THE MOON
Director: Damon Thomas.
Producer: Julie Clark.
Executive Producers: Damon Thomas and Mark Gatiss
Writer: Mark Gatiss.
Starring Mark Gatiss and Rory Kinnear.
Can Do Productions for BBC 4.

THE PHILANTHROPIST
Directors: Peter Horton and Jonas Pate.
Producer: Gareth Neame.
Starring James Purefoy, Neve Campbell and Jesse L Martin.
Carnival Films.

TRIAL AND RETRIBUTION – THE RULES OF THE GAME
Director: David Moore.
Producers: Jolyon Symonds and Lynda La Plante.
Starring Victoria Smurfit, Marcel Lures and Branka Katic.
La Plante Productions.

TRIAL AND RETRIBUTION – THE BOX
Director: Alex Pilai.
Producer: Jolyon Symonds.
Starring Kerry Fox, David O’Hara, David Hayman and Judy Loe.
LaPlante Productions.
REVELATIONS (Episodes 5 & 6)
Director: Lesli Linka Glatter.
Producers Gavin Polone.
Starring Bill Pullman, Natasha McElhone, Michael Massee and Mark Rendall.
Stillking/NBC.